We analyze S 1 equivariant cohomology from the supergeometrical point of view. For this purpose we equip the external algebra of given manifold with equivariant even super(pre)symplectic structure, and show, that its Poincare-Cartan invariant defines equivariant Euler classes of surfaces. This allows to derive localization formulae by use of superanalog of Stockes theorem.
Introduction
Since the late eighties localization formulae attract permanent interest in the physical community due their application to evaluation of path integrals in quantum mechanics, topological and supersymmetric field theories (see [1] and refs therein).
The In the framework of supermathematical description of equivariant cohomology the exterior algebra AM of the given manifold M is considered a supermanifold, parametrized by local coordinates z A = (x i, 0i), where x i are local coordinates of M and 8 i are basic 1-forms dx i, p(Oi) = 1. Thus, differential forms on M can be considered as functions defined on a supermanifold. The operators of exterior derivative, Lie derivative and inner product are represented by vector fields. Divergency operator is represented by odd secondorder differential operator, known as "Batalin-Vilkovisky A-operator".
Most convenient model of S 1 -equivariant cohomology, the so-called Cartan model, is formulated in terms of simplest superalgebra
realized by the vector fields:
where vector field ~ = ~i 0 defines infinitesimal Sl-action on M. It is obvious that vector )~ corresponds to Lie derivative of differential forms. The vector/~ corresponds to sum of operators of exterior derivative and inner product. Expression (2) is nothing else but the homotopy formula L~ = dz~ + ~d. Thus, restriction of/~ field (equivariant differential) to the (sub)space of X-invariant functions is nilpotent, and its cohomologies on this subspace defines the equivariant cohomologies of (M, $1).
To relate equivariant cohomologies with localization formulae, let consider the following functional 
Applying standard BRST analyzes, one can find, that the functional (4) is A-independent, i.e. only Sl-equivariant forms have contribution to its value. In order to derive localization formulae, we have to choose the "gauge fermion" k~ = ~igijOi,
where g is an Sl-invariant Riemann metric:/~g = 0. Taking into account the following representation of ~-function
